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Nelson Selectmen And Office Staff  
Conducting Business in a Pandemic 
------   Socially Distanced    ----- 
with a good supply of masks, disinfectant, and hand sanitizer 
 
 
               
         David Upton, Select Board Chair                                  Maury Collins, Selectman                                            Gary Robinson, Selectman 
 
 
 
             
       Edie Drinkwater, Admin. Assist                                       Deputy Treasurer, Donna Kidd                    Karen Castelli, Town Clerk/Tax Collector 
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The Theme of our 2020 Town Report is 
Nelson’s ability to cope during the COVID-19 Pandemic 
 
*** 
Dedication to Serving the Community 
In the face of multiple challenges 
with 
Resilience, Creativity, Understanding, and Hope 
 
 
 
 
Our thanks to the men and women who kept our Town operations running with full services each and every day 
throughout these stressful times. 
 
We look forward to 2021 with Hope and confidence that our community will once again experience the simple 
joy of gathering together with friends and neighbors, sharing hugs and handshakes that we have missed so very 
much. 
 
 
Nelson Board of Selectmen 
David Upton, Chair 
Maury Collins 
Gary Robinson 
 
 
 
In Memory 
      
 
         2020 Held Great Losses for our Town 
 
 
John Shea 
Town Treasurer 2011-2020 
 
 
                                                      
        Winston “Bud” French                                                               Jack Bradshaw 
      A true fixture in the Community                                                             Served 25 years as Town Moderator 
     Served as Selectman, Fire Chief                                                     Served in NH Legislature as 
Representative 
    Conservation Commission Chair                                                          then as Senator and Senate President  
  Road Agent, Cemetery Board Member 
 
A Special Gift to the Town:  Bud worked very closely with Jack Bradshaw on the design and construction 
of an Emergency Rescue Vehicle that Jack donated to the Town in memory of his late wife. 
 
In Memory 
      
 
 
 
                                         
                Karen Tolman                                                                    Walter Rohr 
        Served on Nelson School Board                                                                  Served 8 years as Selectman 
      Member of Nelson History Group 
     Member of Nelson 250th Committee 
    Member of Nelson Road Study Committee 
  Member of Nelson Share the Roads Committee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our sorrow is great            Our memories far greater            They are everlasting 
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Town Officers 
 
   Selectmen  
  David Upton, Chair………...…………………………………………………………..    Term Expires 2021 
  Gary Robinson………………………………………..…………..………………...…    Term Expires 2022 
  Maury Collins……..……………………………………………………………………    Term Expires 2020 
    
   Moderator  
  Lewis Derby……………………………………………………………………………    Term Expires 2022 
    
   Trustees of Trust Funds  
  Thomas Newcombe…………………………….…………………...…………..……    Term Expires 2021 
  Elisabeth Street……Resigned……………………….……………………..…..……    Term Expires 2022 
                           …..……………………………...…………………………………....    Open Position 
    
   Cemetery Board  
  Linda Cates……………………………………………………………………………..    Term Expires 2021 
  Harry Flannagan………………………………………..…..………………..…..……    Term Expires 2022 
  Marty French……………………………………………………………………………    Term Expires 2021 
  Al Stoops…..……………………………………………………………...…………….    Term Expires 2021 
  Elaine Giacomo, Chair…………………………….…………………………………..    Term Expires 2023 
    
   Supervisors of the Checklist 
Betsey Church…………………………………..…………………………………….. 
Donna Kidd………………………………………………………….………………… 
Anita Flanagan………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
  Term Expires 2026 
  Term Expires 2022 
  Term Expires 2024 
 
    
   Trustees of the Library  
  Sara Marean……………………………………………………..………..……………   Term Expires 2023 
  Lew Derby…..……….…………………………………..……………………………..   Term Expires 2021 
  Susan Peery…..…………………………………………..……….………….……….   Term Expires 2022 
  Russ Thomas…………………………………………………………………………..   Term Expires 2022 
  Gretchen Ezell …………..…………...…………………………….………………….   Term Expires 2023 
  
    
   Planning Board  
  David Bower……………………….……...………………………….……….………..   Term Expires 2023 
  Mark Levine………………………………………………………………….…………   Term Expires 2021 
  Andrew Bedard……………………………………………...…………………………   Term Expires 2021 
  Mary Cornog, Chair….……………………………………………….……………….   Term Expires 2022 
  David Upton….………………………………………………...………………………   Selectmen’s Rep. 
    
   Zoning Board of Adjustment  
  John Cucchi…………………………………………………….….….………………..   Term Expires 2021 
  Philip Castelli……….………………………………………………….……………….   Term Expires 2022 
  Open Position…………………………...……………………………………………   Term Expires  
  Dennis Dellagreca.….…… ………………………………….………………………..   Term Expires 2021 
  Bill Dunn…….……………………………………………………..……………………   Term Expires 2022 
   
 
 
 
 
 
                  
                                                                    Town Officers (cont’d) 
 
 
   Road Equipment Committee  
  Selectmen…………………………………………………………..…………….…….   Always Included 
  Road Agent…………………………………………………………………….……….   Always Included 
  Dennis Dellagreca……………………………………………………………………..   Term Expires 2023 
  John Bunce……………………………………………………………………………..   Term Expires 2021 
  Robert Jones……..……………………………………………………………………   Term Expires 2022 
   
Nelson Fire and Rescue Equipment Committee 
Robert Lenox…………………………………………………………………….......... 
 
 
Term Expires 2022 
  Barbara Roland………………………………………………………………………... Term Expires 2021 
  John Bunce…………………………………………………………………………….. Term Expires 2023 
    
   Conservation Commission  
  Janet Yardley……………………………………….………………………….……   Term Expires 2023 
  Katherine Schillemat, Chairman…………………………………………………..….   Term Expires 2022 
  Sarah Wilson……………………………………………………………………………    Term Expires 2023 
  Gary Robinson…………………..…………………………………………….………   Selectman     2022 
  Rob Germeroth……….……………………………………………………………….   Term Expires 2021 
  Thomas Newcombe…………………………………………………………………..   Alternate 
  Anne McBride………………………………………………………………….……….   Alternate 
  Zachary Pearo………………………………………………………………………….     Alternate 
    
   Agricultural Commission  
  John Bunce….……………………………………………………………….…………   Term Expires 2023 
  Val Van Meier……………………………………………………………….………….   Term Expires 2022 
  Rachael Patterson…..……………………………….…………...………….………..   Term Expires 2023 
  Pat Rich………….……………………………………………………………………..   Term Expires 2021 
  Mare-Anne Jarvela……………………………………………………….……………   Alternate        2022 
  Barbara Fraser…………………………………………………………………………   
 
 Alternate         
   Town Clerk and Tax Collector  
  Karen Castelli…………………………………….…………………………………...  Term Expires 2023 
    
   The Following are Elected to a Term of One Year  
  Emergency Management Officer…………………………………………………….  Dennis Dellagrecca 
  Treasurer……………………………………………………………………………….  John Shea 
 
 
   The Following position is appointed by the Library Trustees.  
  Librarian…………………………………………………………………………………  Kristine Finnegan 
    
   The Following position is nominated by the Board of Selectmen and  
   appointed by the NH Department of Health  
  Health Officer..…………………………………………………………………………  Richard Pratt   
  Deputy Health Officer…………………………………………………………………  David Upton 
                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                 Other Town Officers by Appointment of the Selectmen 
    
  Administrative Assistant……………………………………………………………….   Edie Drinkwater 
  Clerk for Planning and Zoning Boards………………………………………………   Karen Castelli 
  Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector……………………………………………………   Open Position 
  Deputy Treasurer…………………………………………………...………………….   Lisa Sieverts 
  Deputy Treasurer………………………………………………… …………………...   Donna Kidd 
  Fire Chief………………………….……………………………..……….…………….   Jason D. Walter 
  Nelson Grant Writer……………………………………………………………………   Bert Wingerson 
  Nelson Grant Writer……………………………………………………………………   Lisa Sieverts 
  Nelson Grant Writer………..………………………………………………………….   Susan Hansel 
  Nelson Road Historian………………………………………………………………...   Dave Birchenough 
  Nelson Road Historian………………………………………………………………...   Richard Church 
  Police Chief…………………………………………………………………………….   Richard Pratt 
  Police Officer………………………………….………………………………………..   Wayne Kassostis 
  Road Agent……………………………………………………………………………..   Michael Tarr 
  Assistant Road Agent…………………………………………………………….……   Nicholas Barrett 
  Town Archivist………………………………………………………….………………   Roberta Wingerson 
  Assistant to Town Archivist …………….…………………………………………….   Susan Hansel 
  Assistant to Town Archivist……………………………………………………………   Amy Whitney 
  Town Buildings Committee……………………………………………………………   Lisa Sieverts 
  Town Buildings Committee……………………………………………………………   Sandy MacKenzie 
  Town Buildings Committee……………………………………………………………   David Upton, Chair 
  Town Buildings Committee……………………………………………………………   Dave Birchenough 
  Town Buildings Committee……………………………………………………………   Earl Creasey 
  Town Office Assistant………………………………………………………………….   Donna Kidd 
  Town Sexton………………………………………….……………………..………….   Wayne Fulton 
  Welfare Officer……………………………………………………………..…………..   Maury Collins 
  Welfare Deputy…………………………………………………………..…………….   Edie Drinkwater 
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Town of Nelson 
 
New Hampshire 
 
Warrant and Budget  
 
MS-636 
 
2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2021 
Listing of  
Warrant Articles  
& 
 2020 Warrant Articles 
Budget and Actual 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Warrant Articles
4220 Fire Department Pumper/Tanker 0.00 219,583.80      0.00
14 4211 Police Details 4,000.00         0.00 4,000.00         
16 4589 Nelson School Students 0.00 0.00 1950.00
9 4229 Forest Fires 500.00 0.00 500.00
4 4445 Social Services 7,187.00         7,187.00         6550.00
7 4915.1 Fire Equipment CR 25,000.00       25,000.00       25,000.00       
10 4915.2 Police Equipment CR 10,000.00       10,000.00       10,000.00       
12 4915.3 Road Equipment CR 25,000.00       25,000.00       25,000.00       
6 4915.4 Town Buildings CR 25,000.00       25,000.00       25,000.00       
8 4916.1 Expend Trust - Milfoil 5,000.00         5,000.00         5,000.00         
11 4916 Bridge Expendable Trust Fund 10,000.00       10,000.00       10,000.00       
5 4195 Headstone Repair 7,500.00         4,300.00         5,000.00         
13 4903 Paving Granite Lake Fire Station 0.00 0.00 10,000.00       
4902 Grader 313,747.00      110,747.00      0.00
Trade In 18,000.00       
Lease Amt. 185,000.00      
4902 Solar Array - Ground Mount 135,000.00      107,430.00      0.00
4312 "Reclaiming" Center Pond Rd. 115,000.00      5866.50 0.00
Non-Lapsing thru 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget -  Individual, and Special Warrant Articles
Warrant 
Article #
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget -  Individual, and Special Warrant Articles
Warrant 
Article #
15 New solar lighted Flagpole 0.00 0.00 2500.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
682,934.00      758,114.30      130,500.00      
Non-Lapsing from 2019 (219,583.80)     
Total 682,934.00      538,530.50      
Non-Lapsing from 2019
Warrant Articles $220,000.00 $219,583.80
4220 Fire Department Pumper/Tanker
 
 
 
 
2021 
 
 
 Budget Summary for 2020 
with 
Proposed  
Budget Summary for 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
        
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
misc Warrant Articles 682,934 758,114.30 130,500.00      
02 Admin Financial 311,595 235,122.62 377,614.00      
02 Town Clerk / Tax Collector 50,223 43,910.17 52,950.00       
02 Planning Board 2,085 1,434.01 2,085.00         
02 Zoning Board 2,500 1,230.57 2,500.00         
02 Cemetery 19,000 8,130.00 19,500.00       
02 Agricultural Commission 300 7.50 300.00            
02 Conservation 1,340 378.88 1,340.00         
02 Fire Department 97,200 71,734.38 100,695.00      
02 Police Department 65,400 58,012.39 67,450.00       
02 Highway Department 354,982 281,542.43 344,732.00      
02 Health Officer 375 90.00 375.00            
02 Emergency Management 2,000 62.42 4,000.00         
03 Library $35,363 from Taxes-2020 35,363 35,363.00       36,525.00       
see **** $36525 from Taxes-2021
SUB TOTAL BUDGET 1,625,297       1,495,132.67   1,010,066       
Non-Lapsing from 2019 220,000.00      219,583.80
-$220,000.00 -$219,583.80
2020 Approved and  Actual 1,625,297       1,495,132.67
2021 Total Article #2 973,541$        
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Total Budget - Summary
Warrant 
Article #
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Total Budget - Summary
Warrant 
Article #
2020 Total Operating Budget Article #3
       Approved         Actual
2020 Operating Budget 907,000          701,655.37      
2021
Approved Actual Proposed
2020 Town Portion 1,625,297.00$ 1,495,132.67$ $1,010,066
**** 2020 Library Funds $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $4,325.00
2020 Total Budget 1,630,297.00$ 1,500,132.67$ $1,014,391
1,500,132.67$ 
-5000 Library Funds
Town portion 1,495,132.67$ 
1,495,132.67$ 
Non-Lapsing from 2019 $219,583.80
1,714,716.47$ 
2020 Subtotal Expenditures 1,495,132.67$ 
4220 Hazard Pay to 1st Responders 9942.92
4290 COVID - 19 Expenses 9649.63
Total Town 2020 1,514,725.22$ 
 
2021 
 
Article #2 
Proposed Operating Budget 
 
This Article Includes all Town Operations 
Executive – Administrative - Financial 
Assessing Services 
Audit Services 
Legal Services 
Insurance 
Mapping Services 
Archivist 
Agricultural Commission 
Cemetery 
Conservation Commission 
Emergency Management 
Fire Department 
Health Officer 
Highway Department 
Police Department 
Planning Board 
Town Clerk/Tax Collector 
Election Services 
Municipal Records 
Zoning Board of Adjustment 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4130 · EXEC - Executive
4130.1 · EXEC - Board of Selectmen 10,000.00       10,000.00 10,000
4130.1a  Election Requirements Selectmen 1,800.00         1,800.00 450
4130.2 · EXEC - Treasurer 1,500.00         1,298.00 1,500
4130.2 a    Deputy Treasurer 250.00            328.30 400
4130.2 b   Treasurer/Deputy mileage 0.00 0.00 1,500
4130.3 · EXEC - Moderator 400.00            400.00 400
4130.3a Election Requirements Moderator 800.00            800.00 200
4130.9 · EXEC - Social Security/Medicare 1,095.00         1,118.91 980
Total 4130 · EXEC - Executive 15,845.00       15,745.21 15,430
4150 · FA - Financial Administration
4150.A1 · FA - Admin Salary - Benefits
4150.1c · FA - Clerical Assistant 1,000.00         0.00 1,000
4150.1s · FA - Executive Administrator 61,995.00       61,999.65 62,800
4150.x · FA - Social Security/Medicare 4,800.00         4,933.13 4,960
4150.y · FA - Health Insurance 11,400.00       10,997.04 11,660
4150.z · FA - NH Retirement 7,500.00         7,203.12 7,500
Total 4150.A1 · FA - Admin Salary - Benefits 86,695.00       85,132.94 87,920
4150.b ·FA-Municipal  Fncl  Compliance Services 6,500.00         2,459.21 6,000
549 · FA - Professional Audit 10,000.00       9,300.00 10,000
550 · FA - Printing/Advertising 1,500.00         694.50 1,500
551 · FA - Town Reports 1,900.00         2,025.00 2,050
552 · FA - Tax Maps 1,550.00         1,525.00 1,550
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Admin Financial
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Admin Financial
560 · FA - Dues/Subscrip/Maintenance 1,500.00         1,102.00 1,500
620 · FA - Office Supplies 2,800.00         2,326.52 3,000
625 · FA - Postage 1,500.00         1,038.50 1,600
626 · FA - Telephone 4,350.00         4,383.06 4,500
670 · FA - Books/Forms/Recognitions 1,000.00         425.57 1,000
671 · FA - Software 3,000.00         2,720.95 3,000
680 · FA - Travel/Mileage 700.00            409.40 700
682 · FA - Training/Assoc. Meetings 300.00            37.43 300
740 · FA - Office Equipment & Service 4,000.00         1,511.98 4,000
800 · FA - Outside Services 8,000.00         5,429.00 10,000
820 · FA - Registry of Deeds 50.00              0.00 50
830 · FA - State Fees 100.00            0.00 100
857 · FA - Interest/Penalty Expense 200.00            75.00 200
Total 4150 · FA - Financial Administration 135,645.00      120,596.06 138,970
4151 · Archivist's Expenses 500.00            200.00 500
4152 · Property Assessment 12,000.00       13,302.90 24,000
4153 · Legal/Professional Expenses 10,647.00       3,241.80 12,000
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Admin Financial
4194 · GB - Government Buildings & Property
110 · GB - Sexton Salary 8,750.00         5,604.72 9,000
111 · GB - Social Security/Medicare 675.00            428.76 690
410 · GB - Electricity 8,200.00         6,790.40 8,200
412 · GB - Propane Gas/Oil Heat 14,000.00       8,091.51 14,000
4194.3 · GB -Building Maintenance Upkeep
4194.3a · GB - Town Hall & Library 8,000.00         2,564.49 8,000
4194.3b · GB - Old Brick School House 5,000.00         2,228.09 5,000
4194.3c · GB - Safety Buildings 12,500.00       3,133.28 12,500
4194.3d · GB - Munsonville Fire House 5,000.00         0.00 5,000
4194.3e · GB - Trash Disposal Services 980.00            935.00 1,000
4194.3f · GB - Sexton  Mileage 500.00            81.65 500
4194.3g · GB - Mowing of Town Ballfield -                 0.00
4194.3h · GB - Maintenance Supply 1,200.00         1,118.82 1,800
4194.3i · GB - Generator 400.00            295.00 400
4194.3k - GB -Municipal Use Gasoline 100.00            0.00 100
Total 4194.3 · GB -Building Maintenance Upkeep 33,680.00       10,356.33 34,300
Total 4194 · GB - Government Buildings & Property 65,305.00       31,271.72 66,190
4414  Pest Control 200.00            0.00 200
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Admin Financial
4196 · INS - Insurance
250 · INS - Unemployment Compensation 7,650.00         0.00 7,650
260 · INS - Workers Compensation 5,900.00         5,610.00 5,900
480 · INS - Property Liability Insurance 19,000.00       16,668.00 19,000
Total 4196 · INS - Insurance 32,550.00       22,278.00 32,550
4199 · Other Government (SWRPC Dues) 810.00            810.00 811
4290 - Emergency Management Support 4,500.00         0.00 4,500
4316 · Street/Outside Lighting 950.00            952.92 950
4325 · Hazardous/Solid Waste 1,003.00         830.86 1,003
4442 · General Assistance 5,000.00         0.00 5,000
4583 · Patriotic Purposes 300.00            0.00 300
4589 · Other Culture & Recreation
4589.1 · Old Home Day 500.00            100.00 500
4711 · Principal Payments
4711.4 · Princ - Grader (2020 W#2) 0.00 0.00 44,396
4711.3  Princ - Gravel Pit 22,400.00       22,400.00 22,400
Total 4711 · Principal Payments 22,400.00       22,400.00       66,796
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Admin Financial
4721 · Interest Payments
4721.4 Int - Grader 0.00 0.00 5,058
4721.3  Int - Gravel Pit 3,440.00         3,393.15 2,856
Total 4721 · Interest Payments 3,440.00         3,393.15         7,914
TOTAL Other Government 311,595.00      235,122.62      377,614          
0.00
$235,122.62
           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4195 · CEM - Cemetery
*** 4195.2 · CEM - Maintenance/Contracted Services 18,000.00       8,060.00         18,500.00       
See below for breakdown
4195.3 - CEM - Office & Administrative supplies 150.00            70.00              150.00            
4195.4 · CEM - Mun-Supplies/Services 350.00            0.00 350.00            
4195.5 · CEM - Nelson-Supplies/Services 500.00            0.00 500.00            
4195.6 - CEM - Equip/Repair & Service 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 4195 · CEM - Cemetery 19,000.00       8,130.00         19,500.00       
*** 4195.2 · CEM - Maintenance/Contracted Services
Mowing and raking of cemeteries
Drainage System repair
Tree Pruning
New Cemetery Site Assessment
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Cemetery
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4619 · Conservation Commission
4619 · Conservation Commission 
4619a Con. Com. Dues 240.00            225.00            240.00            
4619b Con. Com. Training & Conferences 275.00            70.00              275.00            
4619c Con. Com. Supplies, Services 200.00            83.88              200.00            
4619d Con. Com. Mileage 50.00              0.00 50.00              
4619e Con. Com. Legal Expenses/Postings 375.00            375.00            
4619i Con. Com. Public Programs 200.00            0.00 200.00            
Total 4619 · Conservation Commission 1,340.00         378.88            1,340.00         
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Conservation Commission
 
 
 
 
      
      
      
      
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4191 · PLA - Planning
4191.3 · PLA - Clerk Wages 600 409.16 600.00            
4191.4 · PLA - Social Security/Medicare 50 31.30 50.00              
4191.5 · PLA - Legal Expenses & Registry 500 74.10 500.00            
4191.9 · PLA - Office Supplies 25 0.00 25.00              
P550P · PLA - Printing/Advertising 600 494.40 600.00            
P560P · PLA - Dues/Subs/Membership 30 0.00 30.00              
P580P · PLA - Mileage 50 0.00 50.00              
P625P · PLA - Postage 100 395.05 100.00            
P670P · PLA - Books/Periodicals 30 30.00 30.00              
P682P · PLA - Training 100 0.00 100.00            
Total 4191 · PLA - Planning 2,085 1,434.01 2,085
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Planning Board
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Town Clerk/Tax Collector
4140 · ELEC - Election Regist & Vt Sta
4140.1 · ELEC - Adv/Publ/Supplies/other 1,233.00         1,172.70         1,000.00         
4140.2 · ELEC - Ballot Clerk - Pay (a/p) 1,200.00         500.00            500.00            
4140.3 · ELEC - Super/Cklist Pay (a/p) 2,500.00         3,537.00         2,500.00         
4140.3aSocial Security/Medicare-Supervisors 200.00            275.16            200.00            
4140.4mMileage 100.00            68.43              100.00            
4140.4t Election Training 100.00            65.00              100.00            
Total 4140 · ELEC - Election Regist & Vt Sta 5,333.00         5,618.29         4400.00
Total 4131.4 · Town Clerk/Tax Collector Dept 50,223.00        43,910.17        52,950.00        
 
   
         
  
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4192 · ZON - Zoning
4192.1 · ZON - Clerk Wages 600.00            304.48            600.00            
4192.2 · ZON - Social Security/Medicare 50.00              23.29              50.00              
P550 · ZON - Printing/Adv 300.00            731.25            300.00            
P580 · ZON - Mileage 75.00              0.00 75.00              
P590 · ZON - Legal & Registry 1,000.00         32.55              1,000.00         
P625 · ZON - Postage 200.00            139.00            200.00            
P682 · ZON - Training 250.00            0.00 250.00            
P683 · ZON - Office Supplies 25.00              0.00 25.00              
Total 4192 · ZON - Zoning 2,500.00         1,230.57         2,500.00         
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Zoning Board
 
 
2021 
 
Fire Department 
 Budget for 2020 
&  
Proposed 
Fire Department  
Budget for 2021 
 
 
 
 
                                
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4215 · Ambulance 26,300.00       26,270.08       29,136.00       
4220 · F - Fire Dept
F001 · F - Fire Chief Annual Salary 5,000.00         5,000.00         5,000.00         
F001a · F - Other Fire & Rescue Wages 2,500.00         345.00            2,500.00         
F002 · F - Social Security/Medicare 600.00            979.43            600.00            
F101 · F - Alarm Monitoring 500.00            500.00            500.00
F341 · F - Telephone 1,400.00         1,017.59         1,400.00         
F559 · F - South Western NH Mutual Aid 13,550.00       13,532.00       14,209.00       
F560 · F - Mutual Aid & Other Dues 500.00            150.00 500.00
F660 · F - Vehicle Repair/Maintenance 15,000.00       5,193.34         15,000.00       
F661 · F - Equipment
661.1 · F - Equipment Repair 3,000.00         8,100.39         3,000.00         
661.2 · F - New Equipment 5,000.00         0.00 5,000.00         
F661.9 · F - Equipment - Other - Gear 5,000.00         1,130.39         5,000.00         
F662 · F - Radio Repair 2,000.00         2,105.19         2,000.00         
F663 · F - New Radio Equipment 4,500.00         0.00 4,500.00         
Total F661 · F - Equipment 19,500.00       11,335.97       19,500.00       
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Fire Department
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Fire Department
F661.3 · F - Office Supply/IT/Profeessional 3,000.00         1,912.53         3,000.00         
F682 · F - Training 5,000.00         2,070.50         5,000.00         
F683 · F - Forest Fire Reimbursement 1,000.00         0.00 1,000.00         
F690 · F - Supplies General 2,000.00         2,621.80         2,000.00         
F691 · F - Diesel 1,000.00         762.21            1,000.00         
F692 · F - Gasoline 150.00            43.93              150.00            
F693 · F - Supplies Housekeeping 200.00            0.00 200.00            
TOTAL 4220 · F - Fire Dept 70,900.00       45,464.30       71,559.00       
TOTAL 4215/4220 Fire Department 97,200.00       71,734.38       100,695.00      
 
 
 
2021 
 
Police Department 
 Budget for 2020 
&  
Proposed 
Police Department  
Budget for 2021 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4210 · POL - Police Dept.
4210.1 · POL - Administration
4210.1a · POL - Police Chief Salary 15,000.00       13,819.52       15,000.00       
4210.1b · POL - Police Officers Salary 23,000.00       19,566.76       23,000.00       
4210.2 · POL -  Social Security/Medicare 3,000.00         2,744.21         2,950.00         
Total 4210.1 · POL - Administration 41,000.00       36,130.49       40,950.00       
PD340 · POL - Attorney, Prosecution 4,000.00         3,816.00         4,000.00         
PD341 · POL - Telephone 5,600.00         5,777.83         5,700.00         
PD620 · POL - Office Supplies/Equipment 800.00            497.92            800.00            
PD621 · POL - Information Technology 3,550.00         3,530.00         3,550.00         
PD635 · POL - Gasoline 2,000.00         1,275.47         2,000.00         
PD660 · POL - Vehicle Repair& Maint 3,000.00         4,144.79         5,000.00         
PD661 · POL - Equip Repair 500.00            180.00            500.00            
PD662 · POL - Radio Repair/Service 200.00            57.45              200.00            
PD663 · POL - Cruiser Accessories 1,000.00         0.00 1,000.00         
PD670 · POL - Books/Periodicals 500.00            0.00 500.00            
PD682 · POL - Training and Dues 1,000.00         0.00 1,000.00         
PD690 · POL - Housekeeping & Misc Other 250.00            214.44            250.00            
PD691 · POL - Uniform/Gear Expense 2,000.00         2,388.00         2,000.00         
Total 4210 · POL - Police Dept. 65,400.00       58,012.39       67,450.00$      
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020  & Proposed  Budget for 2021
Budget - Police Department
 
 
 
2021 
 
Highway Department 
 Budget for 2020 
&  
Proposed 
Highway Department  
Budget for 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved    Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4312 · HW - Highway Department
4312.1 · HW - Administration
4312.1a · HW - Road Agent Salary 61,382.00       58,199.24       61,382.00       
4312.1c · HW - Operator Salary 50,200.00       44,060.44       50,200.00       
4312.1e · HW - Social Security/Medicare 8,550.00         7,822.87         8,550.00         
4312.1f · HW - Health Insurance 23,750.00       21,918.85       24,000.00       
4312.1g · HW - NH Retirement 13,500.00       11,422.43       13,500.00       
4312.1h · HW - Training 200.00            0.00 200.00            
4312.1i · HW - Drug Testing 500.00            0.00 500.00            
4312.1J · HW - Telephone 1,200.00         1,185.00         1,200.00         
4312.1k · HW - Dues 100.00            64.00              100.00            
4312.1z · HW - General Supplies 800.00            0.00 800.00            
4312.5a · HW - Advertising/Publishing 500.00            68.55              500.00            
4312.1q HW-Gravel Pit Taxes & Fees 300.00            100.00            300.00            
Total 4312.1 · HW - Administration 160,982.00      144,841.38      161,232.00      
4312.6 · HW - Equipment
4312.6a · HW - Chain Saw/Chipper 1,000.00         992.58            1,000.00         
4312.6c · HW - Backhoe 4,000.00         2,798.18         4,000.00         
4312.6d · HW - Loader & Dozer 6,000.00         2,630.10         6,000.00         
4312.6e · HW - Grader 15,000.00       7,819.92         5,000.00         
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Highway Department
 
 
Approved    Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Highway Department
4312.6f · HW - Truck #1 (dodge 1 ton) 4,000.00         3,396.88         4,000.00         
4312.6g · HW - Truck #3 (peterbilt) 8,000.00         5,072.44         8,000.00         
4312.6j · HW - Tools& Equipment 3,000.00         2,109.75         3,000.00         
4312.6k · HW - Parts, Supplies & Inventory 4,500.00         2,190.04         4,500.00         
4312.6l · HW - Culverts 5,000.00         4,876.40         5,000.00         
4312.6m · HW - Chains 1,000.00         1,115.69         1,000.00         
4312.6n · HW - Rental Equip/Outside Serv 15,000.00       8,339.90         17,000.00       
4312.6o · HW - Tractor 500.00            0.00 500.00            
4312.6p · HW - Plow 4,000.00         3991.92 4,000.00         
4312.6q · HW - Rake and Sweeper 1,000.00         0.00 1,000.00         
4312.6s · HW - Welding Material, Service 1,000.00         345.30            1,000.00         
4312.6t - HW - Freightliner Truck 4,000.00         311.77            4,000.00         
4312.6u · HW - Signs 500.00            0.00 500.00            
4312.6v · HW - Radios & All Safety Equip 500.00            229.00            500.00            
4312.6z - HW - Tires 5,500.00         5,079.26         5,500.00         
Total 4312.6 · HW - Equipment 83,500.00       51,299.13       75,500.00       
4312.7 · HW - Supplies
4312.G · HW - Gasoline 500.00            176.94            500.00            
 
 
 
                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved    Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Budget - Highway Department
4312.I - HW - Paving & Road Material 20,000.00       14,441.63       40,000.00       
4312.J - HW - Sand/Gravel Processing 25,000.00       24,997.50       0
4312.N · HW - Diesel 28,500.00       14,344.23       28,500.00       
4312.N2 - HW - Bio- Diesel 0.00 0.00 0.00
4312.P · HW - Salt 28,000.00       22,378.68       28,000.00       
4312.T · HW - Magnesium Cloride 7,500.00         9,000.00         10,000.00       
Total 4312.7 · HW - Supplies 109,500.00      85,338.98       107,000.00      
          Total  4312 · HW - Highway Department 353,982.00      281,479.49      343,732.00      
          4313 · HW - Bridges 1,000.00         62.94              1,000.00         
          Total 4312/4313 · HW-Highway and Bridges 354,982.00      281,542.43      344,732.00      
 
HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT REPORT 
2020 
   
This table shows road maintenance equipment owned by the Town and gives you, the tax payer, some idea of 
the usage of the Highway equipment, plus today’s value and today’s replacement cost. 
 
         Current   Useful Life    Current Cost   Ideal 
Life 
Equipment          Value   Remaining      to Replace                           Expectancy 
 
1986 Grader     This piece of equipment was replaced with a new grader.  It was traded in as a down payment 
of $18,000.  
 
2020 Grader  $315,000 New     25 years       $315,000   25 years 
(Acquired New 2020) Plows, wings snow banks, shim work on pavement, ditch work, grading, cutting ice. 
 
1993 554G Loader      $15,000  1 – 3 years     $180,000    20 years 
(Acquired 1994) Loads trucks, moves equipment, cleans ditches, used as a wheel barrow. 
 
1998 1-Ton 
Light Duty 
Dodge Truck       $2,000      1 years                  $70,000   10 years 
(Acquired 1998) Hauls brush and trash, pulls road rake, plows snow, used for odd jobs. 
 
2009 14-Yard 
Heavy Duty 
Dump Truck      $200,000   16 years       $250,000   20 years 
(Acquired 2017 with under 3,000 miles) Hauls gravel, sand, fill, and hot top.  Plows snow, sands roads, used for 
odd jobs. 
 
2012 16-Yard 
Heavy Duty 
Dump Truck     $40,000.00               12 years        $200,000              20 years 
(Acquired 2011) Hauls gravel, sand, fill, and hot top.  Plows snow, sands roads, used for odd jobs. 
 
2004 410G Back-Hoe     $20,000                1 - 3 years                    $100,000   15 years  
(Acquired 2008) Loads trucks, cleans ditches and culverts, used as a wheel barrow.  
 
John Deere 
401B Tractor       $2,500             0 – 2 years       $50,000   20 years 
(Acquired 1991) Mows sides of roads, pulls road rake and roller.  (Repaired in 2002) 
 
1972 D7 Caterpillar      $40,000  28 years       $300,000   30 years 
Bulldozer 
(Acquired 2018 with 71 hours of use) Excavation and reclamation  
 
 
Submitted by: Mike Tarr, Road Agent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2021 
 
 
Emergency Management 
 Budget for 2020 
&  
Proposed 
Emergency Management 
Budget for 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
                     Budget - Emergency Management
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4290 · Emergency Management
4290.a Training 400.00          0.00 400.00          
4290.b Mileage 100.00          0.00 200.00          
4290.c Office Supplies 200.00          0.00 400.00          
4290.d Uniforms and ID 300.00          0.00 600.00          
4290.e Emergency Supplies/Equip 1,000.00       0.00 2,400.00       
Total 4290 · Emergency Management 2,000.00       0.00 4,000.00       
 
 
 
2021 
Health Officer’s 
Budget for 2020 
&  
Proposed 
Health Officer’s 
Budget for 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
                                              Budget - Health Officer
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4411 · Health Officer Expenses
4411.a Training 150.00            0.00 150.00            
4411.b Mileage 75.00              0.00 75.00              
4411.c  Supplies 50.00              0.00 50.00              
4411.d Dues 100.00            90.00              100.00            
Total 4411 · Health Officer 375.00            90.00              375.00            
 
 
 
2021 
 
Library Budget for 2020 
& 
Proposed 
Library Budget for 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved Proposed 
Budget Actual Budget
2020 2020 2021
4550 · LIB - Library
455-110 · LIB - Director Salary 24,745.00        25,826.36        25,487.00        
455-120 · LIB - Aide/Sub Salary 4,643.00         3,169.89         4,782.00         
455-220 · LIB - Social Security/Medicare 2,263.00         2,218.24         2,331.00         
455-999 · LIB - Other 3,712.00         4,148.51         3,925.00         
Total 4550 · LIB - Library from Taxation 35,363.00        35,363.00        36,525.00        
____________________
35,363.00        
2020 2021
    Amount from Library Funds 5,000.00         4,325.00         
Total Library as per Article 40,363.00     40,850.00     
Line item amounts in Approved budget
See Library reports for total line item amounts
Town of Nelson - Budget for FY2020 & Proposed Budget for 2021
Total Budget - Library 
    represent an apportionment of total Library budget
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary of Inventory Valuation 2020 (MS-1) 
 
 
 
Town of Nelson Valuation 
Land - Current Use $                                                        637,414 
Land - Conservation Restriction $                                                            6,368 
Land - Residential $                                                   59,994,500 
Commercial/Industrial Land $                                                        944,400 
Total Taxable Land $                                                   61,582,682 
Tax Exempt and Non-Taxable Land $                                                     3,737,900 
  
Residential Buildings  $                                                  58,067,286 
Manufactured Housing  $                                                       696,300  
Commercial/Industrial Buildings  $                                                    2,032,700 
Total Taxable Buildings  $                                                  60,796,286 
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Buildings  $                                                    4,652,214 
   
Utilities  $                                                    3,696,100 
Total Before Exemptions  $                                               126,075,068 
Less Exemptions RSA 72:39 a&b  $                                                    (267,700)  
Net Valuation for Tax Computation  $                                               122,111,268 
Less Utilities  $                                                 (3,696,100) 
Net Valuation for Tax Computation  $                                               122,111,268 
  
  
Granite Lake Village District  
Land - Current Use $                                                               645 
Land - Residential $                                                  12,013,400 
Commercial/Industrial Land $                                                        370,400 
Total of Taxable Land $                                                   12,384,445 
Residential Buildings $                                                     6,024,100 
Commercial/Industrial Buildings $                                                        458,200 
Total of Taxable Buildings $                                                     6,482,300 
Total Before Exemptions $                                                   18,866,745 
Less Exemptions RSA 72:39 a&b $                                                           14,400 
Net Valuation for Tax Computation $                                                   18,852,345 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TOWN OF NELSON – REVENUE 
 
    
Revised 
Estimated  Estimated 
   DRA Revenue Actual  Revenue 
   Code 2020 2020 2021 
TIMBER-YIELD TAXES  3185 
 
5500 3,238 2,000 
OTHER TAXES  3189 0 0.00  
INTEREST & PENALTIES 3190 10,000 11,111 10,000 
UCC FILINGS  3210 180 225 150 
PAYMENT LIEU OF TX  3186 3,435 3,549 3,549 
MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION 3220 130,000 132,196 130,000 
OTHER LICEN, PERMITS & FEES 3290 2,000 2,006 2,000 
BUILDING PERMITS  3230 7,780 8,949 3,500 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 3311-19 0 0 0 
SHARED REVENUE 3351 9,100 9,100 0 
MEALS & ROOMS TAX DIST. 3352 37,294 37,294 37,300 
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 3353 43,701 43,696 45,000 
OTHER STATE GRANTS & REIMB. 3359 500 17,365 500 
OTHER GOVERNMNT  3379 0 0 0 
INCOME FROM CEMETERY 3401.1 0 0 0 
POLICE DETAIL-Charge for Service 3409 4,000 0 4,000 
OTHER INCOME FROM DEPT 3401-06 2,371 4,422 3,500 
SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY 3501 18,000 0 0 
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS 3502 2,950 2,867 2,500 
OTHER MISC. REVENUES 3503-09 10,069 5,104 14,325 
FROM CON. COM FUNDS                        3917 0 0 0 
ADDITIONAL OTHER REVENUES           3360 0 9,943 0 
TRANSFERS FROM CAPITAL RESERVES  3915 245,747 218,1777 0 
PROCEEDS FROM BONDS AND NOTES    3934 185,000 185,000 0 
PREVIOUS NON-LAPSING ARTICLE **  192,000  
    717,627 886,242 258,324 
FROM FUND BALANCE   0 150,000 0 
LESS **     -192,000 0 
    717,627 844,242 258,324 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS 
 JANUARY 1, 2019 TO DECEMBER 31, 2020 
 
LEVY OF:                                                2019                    2018                      2017+ 
 
Unredeemed Liens Balance – Beg of Year                                             $31,476.03                  $3,876.25 
Liens Executed during the Fiscal Year                $28,533.64 
Interest & Costs Collected                                         $921.42                  $4,625.74                   $1,241.01 
     (After Lien Execution) 
 
                                                 TOTAL DEBTS        $29,455.06                 $36101.77                   $5,117.26 
 
 
Redemptions                                                             $5,432.71                $22,966.11                    $3,876.25 
Interest & Costs Collected                                          $921.42                  $4,625.74                    $1,241.01 
        (After Lien Execution) 
Liens Deeded to Town 
Abatements of Unredeemed Liens 
Unredeemed Liens Balance- End of Year             $23,100.93                  $9,509.92                        $0.00              
 
  
                                             TOTAL CREDITS            $29,455.06                 $36,101.77                    $5,117.26 
 
 
                                                                                                                                            Karen Castelli 
                                                                                                                                            Tax Collector 
                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
JANUARY 1, 2020 TO  DECEMBER 31, 2020
TRANSACTION   NUMBER RECEIPTS
Vehicle Registrations 1,071 $128,755.67
Titles $240.00
Sticker Fees $3,213.00
Boat Agent Fee 18 $140.00
Boat Registrations $450.24
Dog Licenses 174 $1,047.00
Dog Licensing Penalties/Fines $216.00
Vital Records - Research/copy $145.00
UCC statements $225.00
Misc: Filing Fees $2.00
Misc: Copies, fees, notary, etc. $184.70
Sale of Cemetery Lots $0.00
Voter Checklist Maintenance $275.00
$134,893.61
Total 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Olivia Rodham Memorial Library Trustees Report for 2020 
 
As the year 2020 began, the library trustees began planning programs and summer forums, discussed new uses 
for our website nelsonlibrary.org, and basically anticipated business as usual. We met in person, shared food, 
and (in retrospect) generally carried on in a state of innocence. Like every organization anywhere, our 
discussions soon turned to hand sanitizer, emergency closures, Plexiglas shields, and how long virus particles 
last on book covers.  
 
After all Town buildings closed in mid-March, the trustees met on the lawn outside the library for two hours on 
March 18, at which point we switched to Zoom for monthly meetings. (The only exception was our August 
meeting, which we attempted to do outside, until one of the few thunderstorms of the summer sent us 
scrambling for cover.)  
 
It was an unusual year, to be sure, but thanks to the creativity and dedication of the library director, Kris 
Finnegan, other library and Town staff, and supportive trustees, we managed to maintain many if not most 
library services. During the many months when the library was either closed to everyone except library staff, or 
had extremely limited public access, people could still check out books and movies, request interlibrary loan, 
access downloadable books, park outside the library to use the internet, and even pick up bags of books Kris 
selected for them. “Curbside” service was the default. When in-library Story Time was no longer possible, Kris 
used the website and Face Book to read aloud to children, even broadcasting live from her own chicken coop. 
 
We began offering Zoom programs, starting with “Talking About Race,” and adding others, including one on 
the history and lore of the Nelson town hall, and another revealing new research on cellar holes and old roads of 
Nelson, as documented on nelsonhistory.org. (Thank you to Rick Church, Steve LaMond, Gordon Peery, and 
Lisa Sieverts for all their research and preparation.) Attendance was good, and we anticipate more programs of 
local and regional interest. Check nelsonlibrary.org for a complete calendar. 
 
As trustees, our goal throughout the pandemic has been safety first, for staff and the public, while maintaining 
as many library services as possible, as conditions evolve. At this writing (January 2021) we are not certain 
when the library will be fully and safely opened again to the public, but we look forward to that time.  
 
The trustees thank Kris Finnegan for her amazing ability to improvise during this challenging year. We also 
thank Edie Drinkwater and other Town of Nelson staff for helping us work through the many health and safety 
issues we faced. We thank the Friends of the Library (especially Donna Kidd and Betsey Church) for their 
support, and look forward to a gigantic Book Sale once that can happen again. Thank you to Judi Lang and 
others who donated cloth masks and other supplies to the library, and to Heidi Tompkins and Brenna Kucinski 
for working whenever it was possible. Thank you also to Laurie Smith, Kathleen Vetter, Linda Singer, and 
others who helped keep the library gardens vibrant during a dry summer. And thank you to the bookworms and 
movie lovers of Nelson for remembering that the library is here to serve us all, always free and willing to help.  
 
Olivia Rodham Memorial Library trustees: Susan Peery, Lew Derby, Gretchen Ezell, Russ Thomas, Sara 
Marean, and alternates Jan Perry and Alex Dowst 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Expenses 2018 Actual 2019 Actual 2020 Budget2020Actual2021 ProposedChange
Library Director Salary $23,432 $24,024 $24,745 $25,826 $25,487 $742
Library Aides $3,432 $4,439 $4,643 $3,170 $4,782 $139
Library Substitutes $880 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
SS / Medicare $2,122 $2,177 $2,263 $2,218 $2,331 $68
Books/Collection $3,004 $2,716 $3,000 $2,344 $3,000 $0
Periodicals $699 $492 $400 $384 $400 $0
Supplies $376 $304 $350 $956 $500 $150
Telephone $492 $517 $840 $537 $550 -$290
Library Internet $744 $790 $960 $794 $800 -$160
Website Maintenance $586 $554 $500 $236 $250 -$250
Library World Fees & Supplies $439 $439 $512 $450 $500 -$12
Gates Grant 2010 $99 $0 $100 $0 $0 -$100
Programs $1,053 $959 $900 $484 $900 $0
Tuition & Dues $245 $230 $300 $180 $300 $0
Computer  Support $190 $90 $250 $1,070 $350 $100
Miscellaneous & Mileage $232 $99 $150 $568 $150 $0
Summer Forum Expenses $0 $0 $50 $0 $50 $0
Contingency $0 $0 $500 $700 $500 $0
Transfer to Memorial Funds $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Totals $38,025 $37,830 $40,463 $39,919 $40,850 $387
Income 2018 Actual 2019 Actual 2020 Budget2020Actual2021 ProposedChange
Amount Raised from Taxation $32,167 $32,140 $35,363 $35,363 $36,525 $1,162
Other Gifts $485 $741 $250 $115 $100 -$150
Summer Forum Contributions $373 $160 $200 $0 $75 -$125
Friends of the Library $1,500 $1,267 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $0
Gates Grant 2010 $100 $100 $100 $0 $100 $0
NH Charitable Foundation $2,295 $2,328 $2,000 $2,331 $1,500 -$500
Interest $2 $2 $1 $2 $1 $0
KBA Grant State of NH $400 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Out of Town Library Card $80 $70 $49 $65 $49 $0
Memorial Fund Transfers $0 $0 $1,500 $0 $1,500 $0
Total Warrant Amount $37,403 $36,809 $40,463 $38,876 $40,850 $387
OLIVIA RODHAM MEMORIAL LIBRARY COMPARATIVE STATEMENT AND PROPOSED BUDGET
 
 
 
 
Library Income, Expenses & Balances: 31-Dec-20
Expenses 2020 Budget 2020 Actual ( + / - )
Library Director Wages $24,745.00 $25,826.36 $1,081.36
Library Aides $4,643.00 $3,169.89 -$1,473.11
SS/medicare $2,263.00 $2,218.24 -$44.76
Books/DVD/Collection $3,000.00 $2,344.25 -$655.75
Periodicals $400.00 $384.28 -$15.72
Supplies $350.00 $956.18 $606.18
Telephone $840.00 $537.31 -$302.69
Library Internet $960.00 $793.80 -$166.20
Website Maintenance $500.00 $236.00 -$264.00
Library World Fees & Supplies etc. $512.00 $450.00 -$62.00
Gates Grant 2010 $100.00 $0.00 -$100.00
Programs $900.00 $484.00 -$416.00
Tuition & Dues $300.00 $180.00 -$120.00
Computer Support $250.00 $1,069.91 $819.91
Miscellaneous & Mileage $150.00 $568.44 $418.44
Summer Forum Expenses $50.00 $0.00 -$50.00
Contingency $500.00 $700.00 $200.00
Transfers to Memorial Funds $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Totals $40,463.00 $39,918.66 -$544.34
Income 2020 Budget 2020 Actual
Town Warrant $35,363.00 $35,363.00 $229.93
Other Gifts $250.00 $115.00 -$135.00
Summer Forum Contributions $200.00 $0.00 -$200.00
Friends of the Library $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $0.00
Gates Grant 2010 $100.00 $0.00 -$100.00
NH Charitable Foundation $2,000.00 $2,330.78 $330.78
Interest $1.00 $1.82 $0.82
Out of Town Library Card $49.00 $65.00 $16.00
Memorial Fund Transfers $1,500.00 $0.00 -$1,500.00
Totals $40,463.00 $38,875.60 -$1,587.40
Checking Account $247.26
Petty Cash $35.80 Prev. Month Year to Date
Money Market Memorial Funds@ TD  Bank $19,100.29 $2.48 $19,100.29
Raymond James ( H Shepard & H Melville) $105,718.63 $2,270.71 $105,718.63
Income Producing Equipment Fund $88.57
Change
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         2020   REPORT OF THE OLIVIA RODHAM MEMORIAL LIBRARY - MEMORIAL FUNDS
Memorial Funds  in TD Bank Money Market 12/31/2019 Interest Deposits Withdrawals Balance 12/31/2020
Bill & Anne Robertson Fund for Youth $1,910.95 7.64$            $1,918.59
Carol Heath Memorial Fund $2,146.63 5.89$            $2,152.52 $0.00
Celia Wiechert Memorial Fund $4,897.48 13.44$          $4,910.92 $0.00
Edward & Virginia Taylor Gift $6,147.31 23.37$          $6,170.68
Gates Grant 2010 $175.35 0.67$            $176.02
General Trust Fund $3,618.42 13.76$          $3,632.18
Harry & Helen Suttenfield Fund $136.51 0.52$            $137.03
Joan Gerbis Memorial Fund $1,795.91 6.83$            $1,802.74
Summer Forum Fund $583.71 2.22$            $585.93
Mary Fiske Elliot Fund - Garden Books $506.89 1.93$            $508.82
Nelson White Fund $3,167.14 12.05$          $3,179.19
Nori Putzel Memorial Fund $985.37 3.74$            $989.11
Total for Memorial Funds TD Bank $26,071.67 $92.06 $0.00 $7,063.44 $19,100.29
Memorial Funds in Raymond James Account 12/31/2019 Deposits Withdrawals Balance 12/31/2019
Combined - Hardie Shepard, Henry Melville, 
Carol Heath & Celia Wiechert $91,691.61 $7,063.44 $105,718.63
Income Change in Value      Expenses
$2,707.81 $5,080.47 $824.70
Total Memorial Funds 12/31/2019 12/31/2020 Net Change
$117,763.28 $124,818.92 $7,055.64
2020 Report of the Olivia Rodham Memorial Library 
2020 has been a year of change. It was as if we closed one business in mid-March and opened another. In the 
process we created different ways to offer library services to the Nelson community. For example, now the 
library has a whole protocol around health safety, using CDC guidelines, and we added the option of curbside 
pick up. The librarian gets a call, an email or an order for library materials, packages them up, then finds a 
convenient time for pick up. Before we could make that happen, it was made clear to us from information 
gathered from the CDC and WHO and by the American Library Association, the NH Library Association, and 
the Governor’s Stay At Home order that we should close completely and not circulate anything.  
Libraries are different from other businesses in that materials are circulated among many people and are stored 
in homes under various conditions. Unlike takeout food, the items come back to us and go out again. When the 
pandemic began, we were informed that because COVID-19 was so new and unlike any other coronavirus, 
nobody knew how long the virus remained on various library surfaces. When the Olivia Rodham Memorial 
Library closed its doors on person-to-person interaction in mid-March, the model immediately began to turn to 
an online, virtual service. This included constantly evolving content development, staffing issues, training, new 
technologies, realignment of budget expenses, marketing and tracking.  
The Nelson Librarian worked remotely learning new technologies; developing the online experience; and 
offering up suggestions on content through research, working with other NH librarians to compare and learn 
together; turning on-site programs into virtual where possible and inventing others; and learning to create 
videos. We constantly monitored the best available advice on sanitation and virus transmission. We constantly 
monitored the best available advice on sanitation and virus transmission. 
The Nelson Library services include internet and wireless access. People are able to sit in the parking lot in the 
comfort of their vehicle and use the internet 24/7. Virtual content included story times, original videos, software 
programs, constant updating and launching programs on Facebook and the website, and offering options for 
downloadable ebooks, audiobooks, movies, magazines, also links to unemployment benefits, and a new virtual 
summer reading program. Check out our website at nelsonlibrary.org for more. Promoting the new library 
services required many website postings, phone calls, and emails.  
The librarian and staff remained (and remain) busy behind the scenes. When we were not open, the staff did 
deep cleaning and sanitizing, cataloged new library items, did collection development and ordered books, and 
kept the statistics for the town and the state up to date. The librarian maintained the sanitized area, created a 
weekly online story time for kids, checked items in and out, prepared and phoned patrons about any items for 
curbside delivery, attended meetings with the State Library to learn about best practices to run a library during a 
pandemic, and attended online classes about libraries serving communities and safe practices during the 
pandemic. These are all in addition to a librarian’s usual day-to-day activities that keep the library running. The 
activities that take place at our public library are a direct reflection of this community’s interests. Our website 
nelsonlibrary.org contains a community events calendar listing and other community information. So visit your 
public library often, suggest a new book or activity, or volunteer when the library building is open. 
The library is still a place to get books, dvds, and audio books for entertainment and education. It still offers 
24/7 internet. You can still go to a program at your library, but it will be virtual. The library can still answer 
reference questions. We are here to serve the community. We welcome questions and ideas from the community 
on ways the library can be part of the community life. 
 
What the Olivia Rodham Memorial Library offers you: 
• Our library is free and open to the public. This year was varied with building closures and viewing the 
stacks by appointment. Mostly we serve the community with curbside delivery during the pandemic. 
• Nelson residents may borrow books, audio books on CD, magazines, a telescope, DVDs, kids games and 
puzzles, puppets, craft kits. 
• Web page: nelsonlibrary.org with town events in a town events calendar, links to local groups and 
events. More online services can be accessed in the library or from home on the web page: 
downloadable e Books, audio books, Kindle books, and EBSCO, a periodical database. 
• Online services include library computers, WiFi printers, ZOOM programs and FaceBook LIVE kids 
programs. (37 Kids programs on FaceBook LIVE and the web page with 4020 hits.) 
• Special programs, such as author talks, wildlife speakers (Susie Spikol with the Harris Center doing 
“Utterly Otters”), and Nelson history topics. 
• Monthly and weekly programs: Coffee hour every Saturday, book group, cookbook book group with a 
potluck. 
• Origami, singing, movies, snap circuits, Lego, and gems and rocks. 
• Art shows and openings: recent exhibits included Emily Ottinger and Mary Cornog, local artists. 
• Books groups, cookbook potluck and book group, NH Humanities, arts and crafts, Saturday morning 
speakers, and movies. 44 family events in 2020 with 595 participants. (some in the library before the 
building closed and some on ZOOM) 
 Meetings. This year when the library building was open: the library and the meeting room on the 
lower level were used for 14 meetings by 8 different groups:  Agricultural Commission, Conservation 
Board, Shape Note Singers, Friends of the Library, Library trustee meetings, Monadnock Folklore 
Society, Cemetery Board, and Library COOP, and the monthly book sale. 
 
Contributions to the library in time, talent, and material goods. 
The library is thankful for the hours that volunteers put in this year at the library. Once the building was 
closed to the public, including to volunteers, many other contributions helped keep the Olivia Rodham 
Memorial Library the community resource it is today. The volunteers, pre-pandemic, were: weekly 
volunteer Mary Cornog; occasional volunteers Martha Collins, Judy Waterston, Gordon Peery, Bill Dunn, 
Russ Thomas, and Ted Lenk. Tom Buttrick picked up donuts for coffee hour. Cleaning the library and 
library gardens: Gretchen Ezell, Kathleen Vetter, Susan Peery, Linda Singer and other volunteers.  
Our monetary supporters in 2020 were the Library Friends group, NH Charitable Foundation, Mike 
French, Al Guida, Marcia Sexton, NH Humanities Council, and Library memorial funds. 
Many donations are made also of actual books, audio-visual materials, and magazines. Al Stoops donated 
the subscription to Northern Woodlands, a magazine.  
Friends of the Library  
The Friends of the Library had a fundraiser this year in lieu of the book sale. They collected $1870. 
Thank you to everyone who donated.  This money goes to the library to purchase books and other items. 
Respectfully submitted, Kristine Finnegan, Library Director 
 
 
 
 
Olivia Rodham Memorial Library: Library Collection Statistics for 2020 
 
Library memorial fund purchases of books & audio/visual materials 3 
Gifts of the Friends of the Library 87 
Donated books, DVDs and CDs 137 
Items withdrawn from the collection 199 
Library volumes at the end of the year 9377 
Library Circulation 
 
Downloadable audio books and e Books  1306 
Adult non-fiction 268 
Adult fiction 412 
Juvenile and easy 294 
Adult audio/visual 65 
Juvenile audio/visual 7 
Periodicals 250 
Inter library loan 551 
In House Use 79 
Total Circulation 3232 
Computer use 360 
Reference questions 251 
Number of patron visits to the library 1962 
Number of registered patrons 438 
Visits to the nelsonlibrary.org web page 1,400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reports from 
The Nelson School District 
 
 
 
 
 
COMPLIANCE STATEMENT 
 
 
The Nelson School District does not discriminate in its educational programs, activities or 
employment practices on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, sexu a l  or ientat ion ,  
gend er  id ent i t y,  d i sab i l i t y,  or  age, and provides equal access to the Boy Scouts and 
other designated youth groups. 
 
The following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding non-discrimination 
policies: Nancy Deutsch, Title IX Coordinator for School Administrative Unit 29, and Director 
of Human Resources, 193 Maple Avenue, Keene, New Hampshire 03431, telephone number 
(603) 357-9002 ext. 213. 
 
Complaints regarding compliance with Rehabilitation Act of 1973 - Section 504 should be submitted 
in writing to Dr. Rick Matte, Director of Student Services, 193 Maple Avenue, Keene, New Hampshire 
03431, telephone number (603) 357-9001 ext. 230.  
For further information on notice of non-discrimination, 
visit http://wdcrobcolp01.ed.gov/CFAPPS/OCR/contactus.cfm for the address and phone number of the 
office that serves your area, or call 1-800-421-3481. 
Robert H. Malay 
Superintendent of Schools 
 
[Source: Notice of Non-Discrimination, U.S. Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights (August 
2010); Title IX Resource Guide, U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights, at 6-7 (April 2015).] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OFFICERS AND AGENTS OF THE NELSON SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 
OFFICERS 
 
Lewis Derby      Moderator 
Hope Lothrop     Treasurer 
Katharine Schillemat    Clerk 
 
SCHOOL BOARD 
 
Richard Popovic, Chair    Term Expires 2021 
Kelly M. French     Term Expires 2022 
Eric Marean      Term Expires 2023 
 
NH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 29 ADMINISTRATION 
 
Robert H. Malay, Superintendent of Schools 
Brian Campbell, Assistant Superintendent 
Dorothy Frazier, Assistant Superintendent 
Timothy L. Ruehr, Chief Financial Officer 
Scott Lazzaro, Business Manager 
Nancy Deutsch, Director of Human Resources 
Dr. Richard Matte, Director of Special Education 
Robert Milliken, Manager of Technology 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DISTRICT REPORT 
 
Mission 
The Mission of Nelson Elementary School is to instill strength of spirit and ignite a love of learning. This has been adopted 
by the School Board and is what the entire staff hopes to do each and every day. 
 
We are currently looking at possibly revising this and have started discussions related to a more strategic plan or vision 
for our school now that our expansion has been completed. 
 
Enrollment 
 
Here’s a look at the percentage breakdown by grade using the October 1, 2020 enrollment: 
 
 
 
 
Source:  Power School Student Management System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally, a look at the October 1st enrollment trend from 2011-2020: 
 
 
 
 
Source:  Power School Student Management System 
 
 
New Staff 
We are very pleased to have added three new certified classroom teachers to our staff for this school year. Shannon 
Gagnon and Jessica Treadwell are our Grade 1/2 classroom teachers and Sara Kleczka is our Grade 3 teacher.  We are 
also excited to announce our new School Counselor is Zachary Dube and our new music teacher is Carol Hogan.  
Community Support / Service/Volunteers 
Our community continues to provide exceptional support in a variety of ways, even during these challenging times with 
COVID-19. Our Parent Teacher Organization continues to support our students in a variety of ways. This year the group 
purchased outdoor structures to create outdoor classrooms during the pandemic. In years past, the Keene Lions Club 
has provided vision testing for our K-1 students and also provided financial support in obtaining eyewear for some of our 
students. This year they are working alongside our nurse to implement this program while our buildings are closed to 
visitors. The Nelson Town Band has graciously partnered with our school as they have in the past to provide financial 
support of our instrumental music program. The Harris Center continues to provide unique learning opportunities to our 
students by bringing environmental education lessons to our outdoor spaces. The staff and students are extremely 
thankful for the continued support of our parents, community members, and friends. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**Results for all students who were at the school at the end of the assessment administration** 
 
Source:  AIMS Web 
 
 
Below is a look at how Nelson students at Keene High School performed in comparison to all students at Keene High 
School that took that SAT. 
 
Source:  College Board 
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Academic Programs 
 
Several years ago we made the switch to standards-based report cards and we are continuing to work towards 
competency-based evaluations of our students. We continue to successfully implement Eureka Math after adopting that 
program a few years ago. We are being trained and have implemented strategies related to Keys to Literacy and Writing. 
More cross-curricular projects and units are being mixed into our instruction. The staff is being purposeful about using 
data to make timely changes and modifications to best serve our students. In addition to our regular classroom 
curriculum, we offer daily specials to all of our students. Spanish, Art, Physical Education, and Music also meet weekly in 
each of our classes. Those teachers collaborate with our classroom teachers to ensure smooth transitions and themes or 
content that is appropriate to what is happening in their classrooms whenever possible. A unique educational 
experience is provided once again this year through the Harris Center. This collaboration allows a Naturalist to work with 
our students during the school year. 
 
Co-Curricular 
 
Our clubs and activities as well as our afterschool program are on hold this year due to COVID-19. We are fortunate, 
however, to be able to offer musical instruction remotely to our students each week. Ms. Carol Hogan provides 
instrumental lessons.  
Special Recognition 
During this unprecedented time, it is important to recognize all the hard work, flexibility and dedication the Nelson 
School teachers, staff, students and families have put in this year. 
 
COVID-19/REMOTE LEARNING UPDATE 
Last March, the world seemingly came to a grinding halt as the COVID-19 pandemic became an unwelcome part of our 
lives. The global health crisis impacted travel, work, everyday activities, and most certainly, education. With little advance 
notice, the education system needed to shift from a traditional instructional model to a remote learning model. No small 
feat! I am exceptionally proud of our students, our families, our educators and staff for rising to the challenge and 
persevering. It hasn’t been easy, but we continue to get through this time together. We have faced (and overcome) 
challenges and obstacles and through it all we have learned lessons that ultimately will make us stronger. 
The Nelson School District began the 2020-2021 school year with a blended hybrid plan with students returning on 
September 10, 2020. Due to an increase in COVID-19 cases statewide, all SAU 29 schools transitioned to a remote learning 
model following the Thanksgiving break (beginning November 30, 2020). Remote learning was extended to January 19, 
2021 in all SAU 29 schools as a precautionary measure to allow a grace period following potential holiday travel/gatherings 
that may have impacted families and staff members. 
Our educators, support staff and administration have done a phenomenal job implementing our comprehensive opening 
plan as they adjust to this new way of educating our students. Our students have been wonderfully adaptive, as children 
so often are. The support of our families, school board members and the community at large has been instrumental to 
our ability to continue on during these unprecedented times.  
 
 
BLIZZARD BAGS 
One silver lining from the pandemic has been the lessons we learned from the quick pivot to remote learning in the spring. 
As a result, SAU 29 schools have established procedures for “Blizzard Bag Days” which can be implemented on inclement 
weather days, eliminating the need to make up that day at the end of the school year. As a result of a modification to NH 
Ed Rules through Executive Orders throughout the pandemic, we have the ability and approval to implement this 
immediately. On days that we do cancel in person school, it will be announced and communicated through our messaging 
system that schools will be using their “Blizzard Bag” procedures. “Blizzard Bags” may be in paper form or activities in 
Google Classroom. Our intention is to maintain the safety of our students and staff, while also benefiting from the 
opportunities that offsite instruction has taught us. As in the past, the schools will be open as essential staff continue to 
report on inclement weather days, which will also ensure that teaching staff can access technology and materials if 
necessary. It is important that all students participate in learning activities on “Blizzard Bag Days” in order to fulfill the 
requirements necessary to count such days as instructional days in terms of student attendance. 
 
 
Kelsey Kilburn              Rich Popovich   Robert H. Malay 
Principal              School Board Chair  Superintendent of Schools 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
 
SCHOOL WARRANT 
 
 
 
 
 To the inhabitants of the school district in the Town of Nelson qualified to vote in District affairs: 
 
 You are hereby notified to meet at the Nelson Town Hall in said District on the 13th day of July, 
2021, at 11:00 am in the morning to bring in your votes for the election of school district officers.  The 
polls will open not later than 11:00 am and will remain open for not less than eight hours. 
 
ARTICLE 1: To choose all necessary school district officers: 
 
     
  One School Board Member for three-year term 
  Moderator for two-year term 
  Clerk for two-year term 
  Treasurer for two-year term beginning on July 1, 2021 
 
 
   
Given under our hands at said Nelson, this 1st day of February, 2021. 
 
        
 
  NELSON SCHOOL BOARD 
 
Richard Popovic, Chair 
Kelly M. French 
Eric Marean 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
and ignite a love of learning.
NELSON SCHOOL DISTRICT
PUBLIC HEARING
2021-22 SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET
January 20, 2021
The Mission of Nelson School is 
Nelson School
Nelson, New Hampshire
to instill strength of spirit
 
Nelson School District
2021-2022 Revenue Projection / Tax Impact
Budget Budget %
2020-21 2021-22 Change
Current Appropriation 2,234,208 2,282,201 +2.1% 1 47,993.00
Unreserved Fund Balance Actual --> 217,953 146,000 <-- Projected 2 -71,953.00
Reserved for Special Purposes 30,000 0 3 -30,000.00
Interest 1,000 1,000 4 0.00
Tuition 638,418 635,250 18150 5 -3,168.00
Services Billed to Other Districts 0 0 6 0.00
Other Local 10,852 10,535 7 -317.00
Bond Revenue 0 0 8 0.00
Local Property Tax 856,216 1,075,461 9 219,245.00
State Property Tax 241,832 231,925 10 -9,907.00
State Adequacy Education Grant 160,937 106,530 11 -54,407.00
State Kindergarten Aid 0 0 12 0.00
Medicaid 2,000 500 13 -1,500.00
Cat Aid 0 0 14 0.00
Federal Grants 75,000 75,000 15 0.00
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY PROPERTY TAXES 1,098,048 1,307,386 +19.1% 209,338.00
Additional Warrant Articles: TOTAL ADDITIONAL TAX
0 0 16 0.00
Capital Reserve Fund Transfer, Bldg. (Article #3) 25,000 25,000 17 25,000.00
Expendable Trust Fund Transfer, Tuition (Article #4) 5,000 5,000 18 5,000.00
TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED (including all Warrant Articles) 1,337,386 +21.8% 19 239,338.00
Total Tax $
2021 with all warrant articles 10.69 1,337,386 20
School tax rate history:         2021 10.45  <-- Projected 1,307,386 21
2020 8.79 1,098,048 22
2019 7.21 890,817 23
2018 8.31 1,004,376 24
2017 7.82 890,817 25 2.0737
2016 9.24 1,120,100 26 .0082 cents per 1000
2015 9.13 1,060,245 27
2014 11.49 1,288,767 28
2013 11.10 1,333,794 29
2012 11.41 1,408,084 30
2011 12.05 1,457,939 31
2010 12.09 1,230,845 32
Operating Budget All articles Increase
Projected School tax rate (per thousand): + $10.45 + $10.69 $1.66
Impact on house assessed for $100,000: $1,044.78 $1,068.62 $165.78
Impact on house assessed for $150,000: $1,567.16 $1,602.93 $248.66
Impact on house assessed for $200,000: $2,089.55 $2,137.25 $331.55
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                              Selectmen’s Report 2020 
 
Introduction 
 
2020 was an extremely challenging year for our town, our state, our country, and our planet. Thanks to the 
denial of scientifically established reality, at both the local and national level, anthropogenic global warming 
and the COVID-19 pandemic raged on, here and around the world. Your Select Board and your Town Buildings 
Committee have done, and will continue to do, our best to mitigate the negative impact of both of these threats. 
 
 
Efforts to Reduce Carbon Emissions by Town Buildings 
 
Our Town Buildings Committee worked during 2019 to find ways to reduce the carbon emissions resulting from 
the consumption of grid supplied electricity, and the burning fossil fuels in our town buildings. We developed 
goals for reducing the carbon emissions of our town buildings by 90% by the year 2025. 
 
 
 
 
 
To achieve these goals, the Buildings Committee studied the energy required for lighting, plug loads, and 
heating/cooling our town buildings. We developed plans for installing a solar array that would provide the 
electricity for lighting and plug loads in all of our town buildings. We planned to incrementally convert the 
heating systems in our buildings from fuel burning furnaces to electric air sourced heat pumps. The heat pumps 
installed at each phase of the plan would have associated solar arrays that would supply the energy required for 
their operation. As the Buildings Committee prepared to submit its proposal for inclusion in the 2020 Town 
Warrant we learned that the refrigerants used in the heat pumps, that are commercially available in the USA, 
have an unacceptably high Global Warming Potential, (GWP). As a result, the Committee agreed to postpone 
any proposal for the purchase and installation of heat pumps until those with an acceptably low GWP could be 
found. 
 
Consequently, our Warrant Article for 2020 proposed the purchase and installation of a smaller solar array. One 
that would supply the energy needed only for the lighting and plug loads in our buildings, (35,000 kWh 
annually). This Article was approved at Town Meeting and the solar array was installed by our contractor, South 
Pack Solar, during the fall of 2020. 
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Efforts to Maintain Workplace and Community Safety, the Impact of COVID-19 
 
As a result of the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and the declaration of a National Emergency, just prior to 
our scheduled Town Business Meeting in March 2020, the Select Board closed our town buildings to public 
access and postponed our Town Business Meeting until August of 2020. We have been working since March 
developing protocols for meeting the needs of our residents while keeping both them and our employees as safe 
as possible. The challenges presented to us have added an additional degree of difficulty to the work of the 
Board and our staff. A special thanks to Edie and Karen for the extra effort that they have given in order to 
provide the services necessary to keep our town running while complying with all of the new rules and 
protocols. Also, a special thanks to our Town Moderator, Lew Derby, and our Supervisors of the Checklist, and 
all of those who worked at the polls during a Town Meeting and two elections, all of which were conducted 
with skill and professionalism under very trying circumstances. 
 
 
In Closing 
 
We cannot close this report without acknowledging our great sadness at the passing of our beloved Town 
Treasurer, John Shea. John loved our town, and his work in our Town Office. He lived with joie de vie that was 
obvious to all who knew him. 
We also wish to acknowledge the retirement of our Police Officer, Wayne Kassotis. As one of our residents 
noted, when she learned that Wayne was planning to retire, “He is very capable and very wise and very kind in 
his approach to Nelson’s policing needs. And he generates trust and confidence in the exercise of law 
enforcement”. We couldn’t agree more. Thank you, Wayne. Enjoy your retirement. 
 
Nelson Board of Selectmen 
David Upton, Chair 
Maury Collins 
Gary Robinson 
 
                                                                                      
Nelson Town Clerk and Administrative Office  
Staff and Support Team 
2020 
 
    
              Edie Drinkwater, Administrative Assistant                                                           Loren Martin, Avitar Assessor 
                                                        
               
                                                                    
                          Karen Castelli, Town Clerk/Tax Collector                                                     John Shea, Town Treasurer                                                                                     
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    Sadly Missed 
 
 
More Staff and Support Team 
2020 
 
   Donna Kidd, Clerical Assistant and Deputy Treasurer                                                  Wayne Fulton, Sexton             
                                                          
                                                                         
                                                                                                                
 
 
Edie and Karen Social Distancing with Santa 
 
 
2020 Town Office Staff Report 
 
 
 
2020 started out with the typical rush to prepare the Warrant, Town Report, and plan for elections and Town Meeting. 
Then on Friday March 13, 2020 (yes, Friday the 13th) everything changed.   COVID-19 was here and threatened to change 
life as we knew it for a long time to come.  The fears of living in the middle of a pandemic quickly lead to modifying our 
behavior concerning nearly everything we do.  Social distancing, hand sanitizer stations, masks, gloves, UV lights 
suddenly became a part of our daily routine.  And we can’t forget the panic over low supplies of Toilet paper.  
 
As days turned to weeks, and now months, we managed to adapt and accept whatever we needed to do to stay safe.  
While building-use restrictions and limited contact remain necessary, we want everyone to know how much we miss 
visiting, even for a moment, whenever you stopped in to conduct town business.   
 
Adding to our pain this year was the loss of our beloved Treasurer, John Shea.  There are no words to truly convey how 
special he was and how much everyone in the Town Office misses him.   Karen and I long to hear his voice as he leaves 
for the bank on Tuesday afternoon and announces joyfully “It’s Pasta Night”.  Now, every Tuesday we find ourselves 
repeating his playful declaration as we remember our very good friend. 
 
John will long be remembered for his impish and always special “Yankee swap” gifts at the annual Town Office Holiday 
celebration.  This year in John’s honor we held a drive by swap reminiscent of the treats he would taunt us with. 
There were no tears, only laughter, as we all remembered every holiday gathering we shared with him. 
 
Be well and Stay safe. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Edie Drinkwater, Administrative Assistant 
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2020 TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT 
 
 
What a year it has been! I think everyone would agree. Just a few days after town election in March all of the town 
buildings closed to the public and remain closed.  
Town meeting was postponed numerous times, finally being held outside under a tent in August. With all of the 
obstacles we faced, we here in the office have still managed to do our best to accommodate the residents of the 
town. It may not have been conventional or convenient, but with everyone working together, transactions were 
processed, while the safety of all involved remained the top priority. I would like to thank all of you for your 
patience and understanding during this pandemic. With a vaccine now being distributed, there is hope in 2021, we 
will be able to find some semblance of normal soon. 
 
Vehicle transactions have been the biggest challenge while being closed. We do send out renewal notices, not all 
towns do, which helped with processing renewals through the mail or drop box. My email, 
townclerk@nelsonnh.us, has been the best way to reach me. I have tried to answer any questions as soon as I 
receive them through email. Those of you with new cars or anyone wanting to pay cash were instructed how to 
proceed. Because the office has been closed, the hours we were normally open have not necessarily been the 
times I am in the office. I am here to accommodate everyone, all services were and are available as long as you 
reach out by phone or email.  
 
Property taxes were collected primarily through the mail and drop box. Anyone wishing to know their balance or 
check if their taxes were received can go on our tax kiosk, nhtaxkiosk.com, and click on Nelson. I update the kiosk 
at the end of every day I am in the office. It also tells you the per diem interest that accrues on overdue accounts. 
Like with registrations any wishing to pay cash may still do so by contacting me.  
 
 Even with a pandemic, we managed to pull off four elections. The selectmen, moderator, supervisors and I put in a 
lot of effort to make the election process safe for everyone involved. The changes in election laws, procedures and 
the increase in absentee ballots made for a lot of time and work.  
 
For those of you with dogs, you may register anytime before April 30, 2021. The work, time and effort it takes to 
get all dogs registered barely pays for itself with the funds collected. However, it is necessary to keep all residents 
safe. Please make yourself a note, to check that rabies shots are up to date, and get your four legged friends 
registered before the end of April. Please mail or drop a check in the drop box with a stamped self-addressed 
envelope and we will be glad to take care of it for you. The fees for registering have gone up a dollar this year. You 
can check on the towns’ website for up to date information.  
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Karen Castelli 
Town Clerk/Tax Collector 
 
Remember to License your dogs 
 
 
2020 NELSON TOWN ARCHIVES REPORT 
 
  
 
 
Due to the presence of the COVID-19 pandemic the Archive was closed as directed by the Selectmen for most of the 
year and so continues. The Town Archivist was allowed limited time there to prepare material for a proposed project on 
the Civil War. The Archive was also closed to the two regular members of the Archive committee.  We hope to return to 
regular hours next year. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Roberta Wingerson 
Nelson Town Archivist 
 
 
 
 
 
Susan Hansel 
Amy Whitney 
Assistants 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2020 REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS 
 
The Town’s continued participation in the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool (NH-PDIP) provided stable 
investment returns during 2020.  
 
The NH-PDIP combines trust funds from all member Towns state-wide into a conservatively-invested portfolio which 
provides the security required by state law.  Interest earnings on the Town’s trust funds invested at NH-PDIP totaled $ 
5,596.02 in 2020.   
 
Voters at Town Meeting and the Nelson School District annual meeting approved a total of $ 160,000 in new contributions 
to existing trust funds in 2020.    
 
Expenditures totaling $ 411,747.00 were approved by voters in 2020. 
 
Details of all trust fund deposits, withdrawals, and year-ending balances are shown in the chart which appears in the Town 
Report.  In addition, a binder containing paper copies of the NH PDIP monthly statements is available for review in the 
Town Office. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Thomas B. Newcombe  
Bookkeeper for the Trustees of Trust Funds 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Return 
On  
Investments 
 
 
 
  
2020 REPORT OF THE NELSON CEMETERY BOARD 
 
 
As most Nelson residents can agree, the year 2020 is best left in our rearview mirrors. The COVID pandemic 
prevented the cemetery board from meeting in person, so the bulk of our communications were via email. 
This was a year that saw the loss of many Nelson residents who were considered fixtures in our town. John 
“Jack” Bradshaw, Ethan Tolman, Karen Tolman, John “Jack” Shea, Walter Rohr, and Winston “Bud” French 
were six such individuals, and they will be sorely missed. Bud’s absence in particular will be felt by the 
Cemetery Board; Bud knew everything about Nelson cemeteries, and always made himself available when a 
grave needed to be dug, a plot needed to be found, or if we needed some arcane bit of Nelson history. Our 
deepest condolences to the families and friends of these special people. 
Our board members continued with their assigned tasks throughout the year. We have nearly completed the 
revisions to the Nelson Cemetery Rules and Regulations; kudos to Linda Cates for taking the lead. It should be 
ready for public distribution early this year. 
Al Stoops and Harry Flanagan continue to study the development of what will be known as Nelson Cemetery 3, 
located across the street from the two existing Nelson village cemeteries. Efforts are underway to hire a 
consultant to assess the site and determine the best layout. The property was donated to the town by Henry 
Fuller years ago and has been in use as a hay field, so we hope that the process of developing the site will be 
relatively simple. 
With Bud gone, the board will find itself increasingly dependent on Marty’s knowledge and experience as we 
continue to serve the needs of our community. 
Michael Shawver continues to delight us with his superior work maintaining our cemeteries. We are fortunate to 
have such a conscientious contractor in our employ. Thanks, Mike! 
Peterborough Marble and Granite has repaired another 15 headstones in Nelson Cemetery 1, and will be 
expanding its efforts into the Munsonville cemetery in 2021. If any residents see small orange flags sticking out 
of the ground in any of the cemeteries, please leave them in place – they are markers for headstones that still 
need to be repaired. 
The Cemetery Board hopes to continue cleaning headstones in Cemetery 1, and maybe start work at the 
Munsonville Cemetery. We are focusing on headstones of veterans and those who no longer have family in the 
area who can care for them. If you wish to help, or would like information about cleaning the headstones of 
your loved ones, contact a member of this board. 
If you have any questions or comments about the cemeteries, purchasing a plot, or any other matters, call Elaine 
Giacomo at 847-9019 or email her at elainegiacomo@yahoo.com. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Elaine Giacomo, Chair 
Harry Flanagan 
Marty French 
Linda Cates 
Al Stoops 
 
 
 
 
2020 REPORT OF NELSON AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION 
 
 
Your Agricultural Commission is working hard to promote and assist all Nelson residents who wish to learn 
how to raise their own food, whether it is fruit, vegetable or meat. The closing of town buildings due to Covid-
19 necessitated the cancellation of our popular lecture series. Our annual Old Home Day exhibit and fall 
Farmers' Market were also cancelled due to the pandemic. 
 
Looking back on 2020 we have had the following events:  
 
• Our Winter/Spring lecture series consisted of a packed lecture in January by Kathleen Vetter and John Zurich 
presenting on their experiences with their hoop house. Our February Hydroponics lecturer rescheduled to early 
March, which ended up cancelled due to Covid-19 closings. The decision was made to cancel the remaining 
lectures. 
 
• The Ag Com Seed Catalog located in the library was established in 2015. During the 2020 growing season it was 
utilized more than ever before. The desire to grow food crops has increased.  With this in mind the Ag Com 
arranged to receive 75 packages of donated seeds from High Mowing Organic Seeds. These seeds were 
repackaged into smaller envelopes to make seeds available to more library patrons. For information about the 
seed catalog, links to growing seeds and most importantly saving seeds visit the Ag Com page on 
nelsonlibrary.org 
 
Looking into 2021, the Winter/Spring lecture series will be on hiatus.  The Colonial Garden will receive a make 
-over.  
   
We are actively seeking out Cheshire county residents wishing to share their knowledge with the community if 
you have lecturer suggestions please contact us. 
 
We meet the first Wednesday of every month in the Library basement, outdoors or via Zoom during the 
pandemic. Reach us at nelsonnhagcom@gmail.com   
 
Val Van Meier, Chairperson 
John Bunce 
Mare-Anne Jarvela 
Rachel Patterson 
Pat Rich 
Sandra Romano 
 
 
 
2020 Conservation Commission Report 
 
In 2020, the Conservation Commission bid a fond farewell to Rick Church, who stepped down to focus on the 
important work of the Nelson Trails Committee. Tom Newcombe moved from regular member to an alternate, and 
we welcomed three new members: Sarah Wilson and Janet Yardley as regular members and John Taylor Maule as an 
alternate member. We are grateful to have a full complement of engaged, enthusiastic members of the Conservation 
Commission.  
 
Partridge Woods trail development and related activities have been priorities for the Conservation Commission in 
2020. With the extensive help of the Trails Committee, two new trails have been added to the three existing trails on 
Partridge Woods. There are now marked trails to the top of Hurd Hill, Osgood Hill and many spots in between. Signs 
will be in place in the coming months. A gate has been installed at the north end of the Brickyard Road Parking area 
to control vehicular access beyond the parking lot. We extend special thanks to Rob Germeroth, John Zurich, and 
Kirk Dale for donations of materials and labor to accomplish this important project.  
 
In 2021, we will focus on finalizing the Stewardship Plan for Partridge Woods, maintaining the trails, developing a 
map and trail guides, and improving public access. The Trails Committee, under the direction of the Conservation 
Commission,is also working to restore wild blueberries on the summit of Hurd Hill 
 
The Conservation Commission continues to support the health and water quality of our beautiful lakes by supporting 
the NH Lakes Lake Host program and through review of shoreland and wetland projects. We ask Nelson residents to 
apply for and obtain the proper permits from NH Department of Environmental Services before beginning projects in 
the vicinity of lakes, ponds, wetlands or streams. We are grateful for the many volunteers who serve as lake hosts, 
monitor water quality, and participate in the Loon Preservation Society’s activities.  
 
The yearly town roadside cleanup took place in April, with about 20 volunteers collecting many bags of trash along 
the roads in town. The Commission continues to show our thanks by delivering bags of daffodil bulbs to participants 
in the fall. We encourage residents to do their part to keep their neighborhood roadsides clean throughout the year.  
 
The Conservation Commission meets monthly, generally on the fourth Thursday at 7:00 pm, via Zoom in the winter 
months and during the current health crisis. The public is welcome to attend.   
 
Katharine Schillemat, Chair 
Janet Yardley 
Sarah Wilson 
Rob Germeroth 
Gary Robinson 
Anne McBride, alternate  
Tom Newcombe, alternate 
John Taylor-Maule, alternate 
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2020 REPORT OF THE NELSON POLICE DEPARTMENT 
 
I would like to take a moment to thank Officer Wayne Kassotis for his years of service both as a former police chief and 
serving the people of Nelson over the past few years.  He has now moved on to full retirement and will enjoy his free 
time in his woodworking shop. 
 
I would also like to thank the “summer” people of Nelson who made a mad rush to town to get out of the major cities 
that were his the hardest during the early days of COVID-19.  These people were respectful of our quiet little town and 
did not inundate us with any greater risk of infection during the surge of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
Town Meeting was ultimately a success during these trying times as each of you attended with masks and abided with 
the recommended social distancing requirements. 
 
It was a pleasure to serve you during the 2020 Presidential Election where all came together and despite the heightened 
emotion from either party, Nelson residents were able to vote safely and in confidence thanks to the hard work and long 
hours of all volunteers involved. 
 
I look forward to serving you and seeing your smiles once again when this pandemic is under control. 
 
 
Respectfully yours, 
Chief Richard Pratt, Jr. 
Nelson Police Department 
 
 
2020 HEALTH OFFICER’S ANNUAL REPORT  
 
This past year has been very trying on everyone and most people you talk to are glad the year is over.  We, in 
Nelson, have been fortunate throughout the Covid-19 Pandemic to have kept our positive cases to a minimum.  I 
have been in contact with each person and am happy to report that all eight (8) people have fully recovered. Your 
continued cooperation with temporary closures of public buildings & performing your necessary transactions via 
phone and email have kept our town’s administration healthy and is greatly appreciated.  
 
I have already received my vaccine and understand that there are plenty of vaccines to go around as they will be 
released in waves to the general public.   
 
Respectfully yours, 
Richard Pratt, Jr. 
Nelson Health Officer 
 
 
 
 
TOWN OF NELSON ROAD AGENT REPORT 2020 
 
 
The early months of 2020 were rather quiet for the Road Crew.  We did not have an overwhelming number of 
snowstorms.  The snowfalls we did see were light to moderate often with it changing to rain.  This kept our 
accumulations low; therefore, we didn’t have a lot of cleanup and didn’t need to find room for more snow.  With 
one of the worst mud seasons in 2019, we were glad that 2020 was an easy one. 
 
Just at the time of our originally scheduled Town Meeting in March, COVID-19 took over all of our lives.  This 
meeting was postponed more than once.  Finally, in midsummer, during downpours, the Town Meeting was held 
outside under a large tent in the center of Town.  We had a good turn out with all of the proper pandemic protocols 
followed.  Although the old motor grader that the Town was using was 35 years old and getting tired, some 
questioned the necessity of a new machine.  After much discussion at the meeting, the majority of Townspeople 
did recognize the need and voted to purchase a new motor grader.  This was delivered to the town in the fall.     
 
At the 2020 Nelson Town Meeting the article to reclaim and pave a portion of Center Pond Road was also approved.  
This piece of road is approximately 3,200 feet and often is referred to as Center Pond Road West.  This project is 
going to be handled similar to the Henderson Road with the work being done in two stages.  From late summer into 
early fall, the first phase of the Center Pond Road project was processed with a full depth reclamation with drainage 
work and the installation of new culverts.  The second phase of the project with added gravel and paving will 
complete this project in 2021.     
  
With the fall weather being quiet, we were able to get all of our fall maintenance completed.  This included grading 
of roads with the new grader, cleaning of ditches, upkeep of culverts, roadside mowing, the removal of any 
hazardous trees, along with the crushing of gravel at the Gilsum Pit with the usual hauling and stockpiling of winter 
sand.     
 
 As always, thanks go out to Nick Barrett for his many hours of hard work this past year. 
 
The Highway Department does appreciate updates on road conditions in your area.  The Road Crew will respond to 
any problems in a timely manner using the tools and materials made available to us.   
 
Respectfully submitted by Mike Tarr, 
Nelson Road Agent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     
                                   
2020 REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD 
 
 
Planning Board activity for 2020 was most notable by its absence, especially once Nelson suspended such meetings 
to help keep COVID-19 at bay.  So far the plan has worked well.  We resumed in-person meetings for November 
and December, held in the Town Hall with the blower of full blast while all humans maintained at least prescribed 
social distance from each other. 
 
We met in February to conduct, first, a public hearing on the matter of subdividing the Harvey/Frankie Tolman lot 
on the south side of Nubanusit Road into two parcels.  The application was approved, and the board voted 4-0 to 
approve the subdivision into lots owned by Colony and Tolman. 
 
In November, the application to adjust the boundary line between Colony and Osherson properties came before 
the board.  The application was approved, as was the adjustment itself.  The adjustment serves to make the 
Osherson property more conforming to town stipulations.  Also, at this meeting application was presented by 
several Warners for subdivision of land owned jointly into two residential lots, with the smaller lot becoming a legal 
building lot on which a building separately owned already stands.  Application and subdivision were both approved. 
 
In December, with Dave Bower approved as chair, at Mary Cornog’s request, so members of the board and 
presenters could all hear what was being said (mask and blower overpowered higher voice of chair), Gordon Peery 
applied for approval of his request for a boundary line adjustment.  By the adjustment the right of way defined in 
the records but not in their deeds would be moved from running through the Peery’s house to a line 5 feet east of 
the driveway.  The change affects Peery, Baglioni/McGovern, and Sheehan properties.  All three conform to size 
requirements; deeds will be rewritten.  Approval was granted by vote of 4-0 
 
With that we bid adieu to 2020, with hopes for return to “normal” sometime in 2021.  In any event, our wonderful 
town carries on with very careful courage. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Mary W. Cornog, Chair 
Planning Board 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2020 REPORT OF THE ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
 
2020 proved to be a challenge for all boards including the Zoning Board. There were four variances granted in total 
with one additional request being postponed until May 2021.  
 
Variances granted included; 
1. A slight adjustment to the placement of a building to be demolished and rebuilt by John & Anne Cucchi  
2. An 8 x 12 shed to be built by Phil & Karen Castelli. 
3. Removing a portion of a cottage and replacing it with a slightly larger 17’ x 26’ addition for 624 Granite 
Getaway. 
4. Adding a 17’ x 21’ rear addition for Steve & Lucy Ryder.  
The board was understaffed this past year with only four members. This makes it very difficult for the board to 
insure each resident is being served in the manner intended.  There are two 3- year terms expiring this year as well 
as a 3-year term that was not filled last year. We are always looking for an alternate as well. The ZBA encourages 
anyone with interest to consider running as it is very important to have a full board to successfully meet the needs 
of the residents of the town.   
 
The Board meets the first Monday of the month in the Town Office meeting room as needed. This is not a board 
that is required to meet each month. If you wish to be included on the Zoning Board agenda please contact the 
Zoning Board Clerk, Karen Castelli. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dennis Dellagreca, Chair 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TOWN BUILDINGS COMMITTEE REPORT 2020 
 
 
Committee members: David Upton, chair; Lisa Sieverts, secretary, Dave Birchenough, Earl Creasey, and Sandy 
Mackenzie 
 
Highlights of 2020 
 
The projects for the Nelson Town Buildings Committee this year focused on reducing fossil fuel use. The 
Committee continues to research Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs) as a way to use the solar energy we produce 
for efficient heating and cooling. However, we could not find a model that is both highly efficient and uses a 
refrigerant that does not increase atmospheric CO2. We will continue this research into 2021. 
  
The Committee continued its phased approach to the implementation of solar energy for municipal buildings, 
recommending that the Town invest in just enough panels to cover electrical usage. With our postponing of the 
switch to ASHPs until 2021 or later, we specified a system for the Safety Barn area that is modular. A 35kWh 
system was voted on at Town Meeting and was installed in the Fall. This system, when combined with the 
Library solar system installed in 2016, should produce enough electricity to cover all of the lighting and “plug 
loads” in the municipal buildings (the Library solar panels produce an average of 10kWh annually). The newly 
installed infrastructure will support expansion with additional solar panels in the future once the conversion to 
ASHPs can be made. 
 
The Nelson Town Buildings Committee serves as an advisory committee to the Nelson Selectboard, focused on 
the Nelson Town Buildings which include: 
• Town Offices (Old Brick School House) 
• Town Hall 
• Library (responsibility shared with the Library Trustees) 
• Safety Building 
• Fire Stations in Nelson and Munsonville (responsibility shared with the Fire Chief) 
 
In that role, the Buildings Committee evaluates building issues, recommends projects, reviews bids when 
appropriate, and makes recommendations to the Selectboard. In addition, the Buildings Committee provides 
information to the town’s residents regarding large and/or complex projects. This information-sharing can take 
the form of public meetings, web pages, mailings, and other appropriate formats. The Buildings Committee 
meets approximately monthly, generally on Mondays at 6 PM in the Nelson Town Offices. Meetings are held 
more or less often as needed. 
 
 
 
                           
 
Photo by David Upton 
 
2020 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 
      
I’m happy to report that 2020 was a quiet year for your Emergency Management Department and thankfully so, given 
the day to day risks of living through a pandemic. 
Once again Mother Nature was kind to Nelson.  Though there were no major disasters during the year, you can be 
assured that all Town departments continued to train, plan and prepare for response at a moment’s notice. 
My thanks goes to the entire Emergency Support Team; including Fire and Rescue personnel, the Police Department, the 
Road Agent and his Assistant, as well as the Select Board and Administrative Assistant. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Dennis Dellagreca 
Nelson Emergency Management Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fire Department Report for 2020 
 
I would first like to start off with a huge thank you to the men and women of the Nelson Fire and Rescue 
Department for all they do. With all that has gone on with our current pandemic These members have endured so 
many changes to periodicals and trainings to not only ensure the safety of themselves but you as the members of 
this great community. These members sacrifice time away from their families, work and their personal lives to offer 
up a service to the wonderful members of the Town of Nelson and their surrounding towns.  The time they sacrifice 
not only going to rescue calls, but participating in training, work details and volunteering at community events. I 
would also like to say thank you to the families of these volunteers for their support and understanding as at a 
moment’s notice we could be toned out. I would also like to throughout a big thank you to all the past chiefs and 
members of Nelson Fire & Rescue for all you have done. I would at this time like for you all to take a moment of 
silences. This year this community has lost an amazing person. Whom has done so much for this community. One of 
the many things he has done has been a member to the Nelson Fire and rescue for 30 plus years. Though the years 
he wore many hats to include deputy Warden, deputy Chief, interim Chief and then Chief. Chief Winston French aka 
Bud you will be missed each and every day. To The family of Chief French, I would like to say thank you for 
supporting such a great man through the years.   
 This is my fourth year as Chief and boy is my hat off to the past chiefs. This year well as you all know has 
been crazy. With the pandemic we have endured so many changes much like all of you all. Trying to find new ways 
of training to how we deal with each and every call in a safe and protected manner has been trying. We have 
endured some ups and downs this year for sure as you will see in the roster. In all my years this seems to come in 
cycles with our rescue personnel. We have gone from 1 rescue to 2 and soon to be three. With this said we are 
always looking for new candidates to join Nelson Fire & Rescue so if you know of any candidates please have them 
contact us. We currently have a member taking EMT Class. 
 
2020 Fire and Rescue Members 
Jen  Wells   Josh Howard 
Paul Bosman   Joe Sarcione 
Bud  French   Reilly  Pratt 
Marty French   Richard Pratt 
Coffe Thomas   Ralph  Walter 
Katie  Monroe   Jason Walter 
Jeffrey  Guyette   Jeff Walter 
Michelle  Babcock   Andrew Ward 
       
 
• The Nelson Fire and rescue department responded to - calls in 2020. 
• Regular monthly member meetings were held. 
• We currently have two members that have completed their EMR. We have one member that has passed his 
EMR and are waiting on his license from the state. 
 
• We currently have a member taking her EMT class 
• Nelson fire and Rescue member’s along with Sullivan Fire & Rescue participated in Fire prevention training at the 
Nelson School. 
• Joint rescue training sessions were held monthly with Harrisville, Sullivan and Nelson. These trainings receive 
CEC credit that is required for Nelson Rescue to maintain our license to operate our rescue. 
• Joint town training for firefighters is also planned. Joint training ensures that all towns know each other and 
work together efficiently when called to a multiple response scene. 
 
• New tanker Has arrived!!  With a special thanks to the Committee for are there hard work and to all the 
members of this great town Thank you!! 
 
  
With the shortage of rescue personal we the Nelson fire and rescue have been working diligently to increase 
our Rescue personal for the best interest of all of you all. We need your help yet again if you know of anyone who 
would be interested please have them get in touch with one of us.  
New Tanker is here and in service!  With this said I have to through a big thank to the Fire equipment 
committee as without your help and support not sure where we would be with this project. Thank you for all your 
hard work not only for our department but for the members of this great town.  Bob, John and Barbra Thank you! I 
look forward to working with you all again this year!! 
 
Proposed Special Articles for 2020:  
Forestry reimbursement as in years past 
      
 
Nelson Fire and Rescue Vehicles 
 
1960 4x4 Brush Truck Granite Lake Station 
1986 Chevy Brush Truck  Granite Lake station 
1985 4x4 Utility Truck Granite Lake Station 
2020 Tanker Truck Center station 
1995 Engine (Pumper) Center Station 
1998 Engine (Pumper) Center Station 
2014 4x4 Rescue Vehicle Center Station 
 
Fire and Rescue Log 
Calls In 2020    -    Local Incidents & Mutual Aid Incidents 
 
Incident # 
calls 
Incident # calls Incident # calls 
EMS Rescue 30 Chemical Spills/Gas Leaks 0 Chimney Fire 0 
Motor Vehicle Accident 3 Down Power Line 12 Brush/ Woods Fire 2 
False Alarms 3 Service Call 1 Fire/cover assignments 11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2020 FIRE WARDEN’S REPORT 
While 2020 was a year of unknowns and uncertainties with the COVID-19 pandemic taking the spotlight, I am 
proud to report that the town of Nelson did not experience any wildfires/forest fires despite the high levels of 
drought we experienced throughout the summer. 
 
With four very active Deputy Wardens available to you, plus myself, please be reminded that you must obtain a 
permit in advance for any outdoor burn and any fire must be attended at all times. 
 
I would also like to take a moment to recognize the great loss in our community with the passing of Winston 
“Bud” French.  A lifelong resident of Nelson, Bud put his heart and soul into anything he took on and was one 
of the hardest working men I have ever known.  Bud served as the Nelson Fire Chief and Deputy Warden for 
several years and was always willing to lend a hand or an ear.  He lit up when sharing his knowledge of 
gardening, farming, horses and livestock.  Bud volunteered much of his time in horseback riding lessons and 
visiting schools and the local hospital with his early spring lambs.  He also enjoyed raising and training his 
Shetland Sheepdogs and when he was out and about he often had his buddy Maverick by his side. 
You are greatly missed, dear friend. 
 
 
Respectfully yours, 
Richard C Pratt, Jr 
Nelson Forest Fire Warden 
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Karen Castelli, David Upton, Anne McBride 
 
 
TOWN GOVERNMENT SCHEDULE 
Old Brick School House 
 
 
Selectmen (603) 847-0047 
Meeting every other Wednesday at 3:00 PM 
Call the Town Office for an up to date schedule or check at www.townofnelson.org 
 
Selectmen’s Administrative Assistant 
Edie Drinkwater, Admin. Assistant 
(603) 847-0047 
Town Office Hours 
Tuesday and Thursday, 9 AM to 12 Noon 
Tuesday Evenings, 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM 
Additional hours Mon thru Thursday by appointment (Please call ahead) 
To be scheduled for the Selectmen’s Agenda, Contact the Administrative Assistant 
 
Town Clerk/Tax Collector 
Karen Castelli, TC/TC  
Laura David, Deputy TC/TC 
(603) 847-9043 
Tuesday and Thursday, 9 AM to 12 Noon 
Tuesday Evenings, 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM 
 
Zoning Board of Adjustment 
Karen Castelli, Clerk 
(603) 847-0047 or 847-9043 
The ZBA meets only as needed 
 
Planning Board 
Karen Castelli, Clerk 
(603) 847-0047 or 847-9043 
The Planning Board meets the second Thursday of the month 
To be put on the Planning Board or Zoning Board Agendas, contact the Town Office 
 
School Board: Second Wednesday, 4:00 PM, Nelson School 
 
Conservation Commission: Fourth Thursday, 7:00 PM  Library Lower Level Meeting Room 
 
Agricultural Commission: First Wednesday, 7:00 PM Library Lower Level Meeting Room 
 
Olivia Rodham Memorial Library 
Olivia Rodham Memorial Library (603) 847-3214 
Library Hours: Monday & Saturday 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM 
Tuesday, Wednesday 3:00 PM – 7:00 PM 
Thursday 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
 
The Library Trustees meet on the second Tuesday of each month at 7:30 PM in the Library 
 
Police, Fire and Ambulance, Please call 911 
 
2021 Memorial Day Ceremony – To be announced 
2021 Old Home Week – To be announced  
 
 
All regular posted hours and events have been temporarily modified due to COVID-19 
Please call the Town Office for weekly scheduling updates - 603 847-0047 
 
 
 
 
 
A Gift From Silver Direct 
 
The Banner above was displayed in front of the Old Brick Schoolhouse  
during Spring, Summer, and Fall of 2020 
 
 
 
 
Social Distancing 
____________6 ‘ ____________ 
 
                                                 And 
                                        Wear a Mask 
 
